ARE YOU READY TO LEAD THE PACK?
AlphaST™
THE WORLD’S ONLY SINGLE-TRIP OPENHOLE CEMENTING AND SIDETRACK SYSTEM

CEMENT  ANCHOR  DRILL
IN A SINGLE TRIP

NEVER SIDETRACK FROM A CEMENT PLUG AGAIN

• Deliver well integrity with a cement abandonment plug
• Anchor the whipstock with an inflatable packer
• Set a packer as a barrier to eliminate cement waiting time
• Maintain absolute control of the kickoff point and direction
• Avoid time drilling
• Save days of rig time
• Avoid the risk of having to re-cement and re-drill

WE DEVELOP TECHNOLOGIES THAT OTHERS DON’T SO OUR CUSTOMERS CAN DO WHAT OTHERS CAN’T

WEATHERFORD.COM/ALPHAST
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